ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT of the thesis… Submitted by Baldeep Kaur Madanmohan Singh Khalsa. Education is life long process it is the base of human civilization and leaves a lasting impression on every person. Children are just like the raw material from which on expert teacher makes beautiful images. The fair education expects all round development in all capabilities of the child. It is the gross assimilation of the mental, the physical & the emotional development of the child. The present thesis is based upon the exhaustive study of emotional maturity & the life satisfaction amongst the student’s life is a bundle of complicity & the touch of human emotions is replaced by the advent of material event. Today we find every one dissatisfied in life & carving or getting life satisfaction which is directly related with the emotional maturity.

The second chapter of the project entitled Review of literature is an exhaustive study of 62 various research project & doctoral thesis collated from all parts of the world they are fairly recent & cover the last two decades i.e. 1990 to 2000 & 2001 to 2012. Every piece of ongoing research needs to be connected with the work already done, to attain an overall relevance & purpose. The review of literature thus becomes a link between the research proposed & the studies already done. It tells the reader about aspects that have been already established or concluded by other authors, & also gives a change to the reader to appreciate the evidence that has already been collected by previous research, & thus projects the current research work in the proper perspective.

Chapter III of the thesis entitled method & procedure of study is fully devoted to the modus operandi of the researcher. She has selected the students of bachelor in education by the sample collection of 400 students (200 males + 200 females) from three district of Western Maharashtra –


Chapter IV of the thesis entitled ‘analysis & Interpretation of data’ is the most important chapter of the thesis. It is quite technical in nature. In the chapter Researcher Collected data are tabulated & statistical technique is employed as per research design. He presents related graphs & data table, who shows frequency between emotional maturity & life satisfaction of
married & unmarried, male & female students.

Chapter V\textsuperscript{th}, the last chapter of the thesis is devoted to finding conclusions & suggestions the researcher has minutely arrived at certain conclusions based upon her data processing & proving & disproving the Hypothesis.

The researcher in this chapter gives suggestions to the families of students for carefully nourishing the emotional development of the student which reaches its maximum in adulthood. Certain suggestions are also given to the college management committees especially the principal of an educational institution for developing democratic environment & promoting co-curricular activities like indoor & outdoor games, cultural activities & last but not least the social activities among the students as to develop their emotional maturities & life satisfaction in general.

Finally the researcher concludes her research project by providing important suggestions for further research. She suggests to do the research on exhaustive manner by selecting more than 400 students & also by selecting more & more districts not only from Maharashtra but also from various part of India. She suggests to study the relationship between scientific attitude & emotional maturities as well as life satisfaction & creativity.